Abstract-To improve the efficiency of routing and broadcast and reducing energy consumption in the process of data transmission, calculating minimum connected dominating set is always used to construct virtual backbone network in wireless sensor networks. Calculating the minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) of plane graphs is a NPcomplete problem. In this paper, an algorithm leveraging 1-hop neighborhood knowledge for connected dominating set is proposed. First, the minimum forwarding set is calculated severally by each node in the entire network. Then any one node can start the process of broadcasting messages including the information of minimum forwarding set in the network. Finally, the connected dominating set of the entire network is achieved by exchanging information. The proposed algorithm aims to get a small connected dominating set, meanwhile, to minimize the consumption of energy and time. The simulation results show that the algorithm has achieved its purpose with fast convergence, low transmission traffic and reasonable size of connected dominating set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Constructing virtual backbone network in wireless sensor networks has a wonderful performance in improving the performance of broadcast [1] , reducing reduplicate data transmission, energy saving and bandwidth saving. Constructing a virtual backbone is identical with calculating connected dominating set in graph theory [2] . The virtual backbone of the network derived from a smaller connected dominating set [3] will not only benefit the design of energy-efficient routing, but also save energy for the reason that non-dominating nodes without monitoring task could enter sleep (energy-saving) mode.
As calculating the minimum connected dominating set (MCDS) of arbitrary graphs is a NP-complete problem, heuristic algorithms are usually used to calculate it approximately. There are two main heuristic algorithms: centralized algorithm [4] [5] [6] and distributed algorithm [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Although the minimum connected dominating set can be calculated by centralized algorithms, it is difficult to get the entire topology structure of dynamic wireless sensor networks which is necessary for centralized algorithms. Hence distributed algorithm is adopted in this paper. Typical distributed algorithms, such as Dai's algorithm [13] and MISB algorithm [14] need two or more hops adjacent node information to calculate the minimum connected dominating set. As a result, more messages are exchanged for calculating the minimum connected dominating set, leading to more energy consumption and time delay.
To reduce energy consumption and message exchange, improve the efficiency of algorithm and get a smaller connected dominating set, a new algorithm, Leveraging 1-hop Neighborhood Knowledge for Connected Dominating Set in Wireless Sensor Networks (OHCDS), which is based on our earlier achievement OHDC algorithm [15] , is proposed in this paper. There are two stages in the calculating process of our algorithm OHCDS. In the first stage each node calculates the minimum forwarding set severally. In the second stage, the node checks out if it is a dominating node by broadcasting messages including the information of minimum forwarding set, the process of which is similar to breadth-first search of graph.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes symbols used in this paper. Section 3 analyses the CDS problem from another view. Section 4 presents details of our algorithm. Section 5 presents performance evaluation. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
II. SYMBOLS DESCRIPTION
The circle with as the center and a radius of v R
where is a set of vertices 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
If source node s broadcasts packet P, and all nodes in N(s), which is the adjacent node of s, forward this packet after they receive it, then all 2-hop adjacent nodes of s can receive the packet P. If we can obtain a forwarding set (.)
) F s N  s , then all 2-hop adjacent nodes of s can receive the packet P as long as all the nodes in F(s) participate in forwarding. If all the nodes in the network calculate their own forwarding set (.)
F , and only nodes in (.) F are designated to forward this packet P, then all the nodes can receive the packet P. These nodes which forward the packet form the connected dominating set CDS.
In order to obtain a smaller CDS, first, this algorithm makes use of local communication coverage information to calculate the minimum forwarding set of every vertex (algorithm 1 in section IV). Then, choose a source vertex s from V, and finally we can obtain an ideal CDS by broadcasting (algorithm 2 in section IV).
is made up of the arcs whose center forms the set . Assume that 
We prove by the method of reduction to absurdity. From ① of lemma 1, we know that min ( )
. Those two results contradict the preconditions, so )
. For convenience, we divide the CDS problem of graph G into two problems:
Problem A is how to calculate set ( )
Problem B is how to calculate CDS of graph G start from source s.
IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A Solving Problem
, and it is the intersection point of circle and circle , which are both at the boundary of region ...
will be added to the obtained region in turn. .. will be expanded to
covers vertices e and f in ( )
, so vertices e and f are no longer at the boundary of
. Thus e and f can be deleted from , and is added to existing region The correctness of this algorithm is ensured by lemma 2.
Lemma 2.
Before adding , there is no hole in the already formed region 
Proof :
lemma 2 can be proved by lemma 1 easily. ■ For convenience, the whole algorithm is divided into main algorithm and sub-algorithm.
In this algorithm, is the set to store vertices that already added and is the set to store boundary intersection points of already-existed region.
A P u , and
, calculate set by sub-algorithm, and then go to step 8). , and then put them into set . 
(a) From step 3), it is known that, for
Thus by adding circle to
can always intersects the boundary of 
is tangent with circle 1 ) 
, point e is the intersec- A P u , then, it has no intersection point with the boundary of ( ( i ))
A P u . So does arc due to being out of circle . Hence circle has two and only two intersection points with the current region
The situation ② is equal to situation ① when there is only one intersection point.
intersects with circle
Step 6) and step 7) of algorithm1 deal with the situation that there is no vertex in ( ) 
Q v is updated. The correctness of this algorithm is ensured by the theorem 2 followed.
does not cover the intersection points of boundary
after adding circle , and circle is the nearest circle in
to circle , then the two intersection points of circle and circle are at the boundary of
As shown in Fig.3 , the gray part represents ( ( )) i A P u . Prove by method of reduction to absurdity.
Assume circle is the nearest circle in ( ( )) i A P u to circle , and there is a circle C so that its two intersection points with circle are at the boundary of . Circle Q v , which is implemented by followed sub-algorithm.
We assume that points , , ... , in
, according to theorem 1 the arcs among points , 
are arcs of circles respectively with , , ,
ted by relationsh as , ) 
B Solving Problem B
The forwa can be gotten by algo we assume that algori in graph G and B(.) (. indicates arbitrary vertex in set V) has also been acquired already.
While calculating CDS, special packet Pa is broadcasted. Each node in the network sets its status bit ss for reducing the number of redundant minating bit cs for identifying dominating nodes. A node sets its ss to 0 if it has received packet Pa and sets its cs to 1 according to step 2) of algorithm 2. The steps of the algorithm 2 are following. In algorithm 2, it effectively decreases the number of t if it will participate in transmission only by some simple calculating, and if it will, then it should set its cs to 1. The covering problem is state minimum number of circles requ given 2-dimensional space? It is known that no arrangement of circles could cover the plane more efficiently than the hexagons with sides R arrangement shown in Fig.6 .
C Correctness Proof and Complexity Analysis
The best-case performance bound of OHCDS can be derived from co ate hexagonal vertices by calculating the minimum forwarding set and constructing a connected dominating set. It is assumed that the area of the network A is large compared to the area of one hexagon 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the (OHCDS), some simulati m OHCDS, D performance of our algorithm on is done among our algorith ai's algorithm [13] and MISB algorithm [14] to compare their message number (communication traffic), convergence time and the size of CDS. Message number indicates how many broadcasting messages are needed by all of the nodes to accomplish the whole algorithm. Convergence time indicates how much time has been spent since the algorithm beginning to the end. Assume that time-unit means broadcasting interval between adjacent nodes and this broadcasting interval is same between any two adjacent nodes in the network. Channel delay and retransmis- In the experiments, we compare these three algorithms' performances on message n e and the size of CDS based on different node density and show results in Fig.7, 8, and 9 . Experiments are as following.
Experiment 1 Compare the message number of our algorithm wi sult is as Fig.7 shows. As OHCDS uses only 1-hop adjacent node information, neighbor discovery and broadcasting in algorithm 2. The message number of neighbor discovery equals to the number of nodes, and the message number of broadcasting in algorithm 2 equals to the number of nodes that broadcast messages including the minimum forwarding set information. For this reason, the message number of our OHCDS algorithm is less than the double number of nodes in the network. As Fig.7 shows, the message number of Dai's algorithm is about 20 times the number of nodes, while the message number of MISB algorithm is about 9 times the number of nodes. So OHCDS is much better.
Experiment 2 Compare the convergence time of our algorith ulation, we assume that the neighbor discovery time in our algorithm is 1. The result is as Fig.8 shows.
Because algorithm 1 is executed severally, most of time is consumed by algorithm 2. Furthermore, it oadcasting diffusion in algorithm 2, so time spent would not be more than the maximum route length. However, time spent on MISB algorithm is about 5 times the route length. Fig.8 depicts the comparison of the convergence time among these three algorithms with different node density. We can see that the convergence time of OHCDS approximately equals to that of Dai's algorithm with very low node density. However, with node number increasing in the network and node density increasing, the convergence time of Dai's algorithm increases rapidly, but the convergence time of OHCDS is almost invariant as the region is constant. We can also see in Fig.8 that the convergence time of OHCDS is one fifth of that of MISB. As shown in Fig.9 , the CDS size of our algorithm is between that of Dai's algorith ith node density increasing, the size of CDS of our algorithm is increasing obviously. It is mainly because of using communication coverage method in algorithm 1. has the best performance on both message number and co
Comparing to th , there are a lot of advantages of our al ulating connected do Summing up the above, we can see that our algorithm nvergence time and also get small CDS size.
VI. CONCLUSION
e other algorithms gorithm due to calc minating set using only 1-hop neighbor information. As simulation results show, less communication cost and less convergence time is achieved by our algorithm. Less message number means less energy consumption, and that less convergence time indicates faster calculating. Our algorithm can also get a smaller CDS size with lower node density. Meanwhile, our algorithm is low energy consumption and low convergence time, and it is applicable to dynamic wireless sensor networks. As for static network, our algorithm achieves energy balance. The future work will focus on optimizing the CDS size on the assumption of keeping its present advantages.
